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In recent years, Cuban baseball, as a matter of both
sports and politics, has become very hot property–
bastante caliente, like a fuming Cuban cigar or a sizzling
Livan Hernandez fastball. Last year and this have seen
the publication of a significant new corpus of Cuban
baseball history, fiction, and lore. These works include
Roberto Gonzalez Echevarria’s passionate tribute, The
Pride of Havana: A History of Cuban Baseball, Peter Bjarkman’s glossy photo-history, Smoke: The Romance and
Lore of Cuban Baseball, Tim Wendell’s novel of intrigue,
Castro’s Curveball, and Darryl Brock’s historical fiction,
Havana Heat.

detached tone of a historian, Full Count introduces well
the fundamental struggles facing the Cuban people, and
Cuban baseball players in particular. Jamail does so by
candidly telling of his visits to Cuba, and reporting his
interviews with Cuban ministers, intellectuals, and longtime players and fans. Here we listen to the nostalgic
voices of professional Cuban baseball in the Bautista era,
like Gilberto Dihigo, son of the legendary Cuban player
Martin Dihigo, and Ernesto Morillo, a pitcher who played
minor league baseball in the U.S. in the 1940s and 1950s
and once struck out Stan Musial in an exhibition game.
And we hear Marcelo Sanchez, a member of Pena Deportiva, the Cuban equivalent of the Society for AmerAmid these reflections on Cuba’s anguished national ican Baseball Research, discussing baseball ardently but
love affair with baseball, two works speak definitively courteously with his Pena colleagues.
about the present conditions and future possibilities for
baseball on the island–Pitching Around Fidel by Sports IlAlthough Jamail clearly loves the game of baseball,
lustrated’s S.L. Price, and Full Count by Milton H. Jamail and has a brief word with legendary Cuban third baseof the University of Texas at Austin. Whereas Price’s man Omar Linares, player profiles and game descriptions
thicker work considers baseball as one of many cogs make up a very small part of this book. Rather, the cen(with boxing, track, volleyball, etc.) in Fidel Castro’s na- tral narrative of Full Count tells of the Cuban economy–
tionalized sports machine, Jamail’s Full Count focuses on which has become badly polarized between the poverty
baseball alone, as a symptom and metaphor for life in wages of nationalized industries and the decent wages
Cuba under Castro. “Bronca,” the Cuban slang term for of private, tourist enterprises–and its intersections with
a baseball brawl, is also “coincidentally, the same word Cuban baseball politics. Jamail tells the story through
the Cubans use to describe the bizarre relations they’ve descriptions of Cuban life on the streetcorner and park,
had with the U.S. government over the past forty years,” where the gatherings of the esquina caliente talk basewrites Jamail, and “Baseball also has become parte de la ball, and the small, unpainted apartments, where ordibronca.”
nary Cubans dream of better lives. In order to illustrate
the “dollarization” of the Cuban economy, for example,
The ten short chapters of Jamail’s Full Count detail Jamail repeats a popular joke in Havana: “A man [was]
unpretentiously and pointedly the political crisis that is
going up to a bar and announcing that he was buying
Cuban baseball: from the development of baseball on the drinks for everyone. His wife rushes in and tells the barisland as a gesture of independence from Spain, to the
tender to stop. Her husband had a delusion that he was a
U.S. embargo against Cuba, to the growth of the state’s taxi driver, she explained, when in reality he was only a
impressive scouting and development apparatus for base- neurosurgeon.” Here, as throughout the book, the author
ball, to Fidel Castro’s defiant acclamations about the vic- sees Cuban baseball so tightly interwoven with Cuban
tories of “free baseball” in Cuba over “slave baseball” in politics and economics, that it is much, much more than
the U.S. While Jamail almost never uses the distant and an athletic contest between the first-base and third-base
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